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“As ye sow. So shall ye reap”: For almost 100 years, researchers have been taught that the be-all and end-all in
data-based research is the p-value. The resulting problems have now generated concern, often from us who have
long so taught researchers. We must bear a major responsibility for the present situation and must alter our teachings.
Despite the fact that the Zhang and Hughes paper is titled
“Beyond p-value”, the total focus remains on statistical hypothesis testing studies (HTS) and p-values(1). Instead, I
would propose that there are three distinct, necessary, and
important phases of research:
1) Hypothesis Generation Studies (HGS) or Exploratory
Research (2-4);
2) Hypothesis Testing Studies (HTS);
3) Replication and Application of Results.
Of these, HTS is undoubtedly the most important, but without HGS, HTS is often weak and wasteful, and without
Replication and Application, the results of HTS are often
misleading.
HYPOTHESIS GENERATING STUDIES
HGS is done largely on existing data sets: public or clinical
records, data from completed HTS, etc., and occasionally
on datasets collected specifically for exploration. The goal
of HGS is to generate specific strong and important hypotheses for future testing and to gain an understanding of
the population and measures necessary for designing valid and powerful tests of those hypotheses. There are no
conclusions from such studies, no tests, no p-values, only
descriptive statistics, effect sizes, and mathematical modeling results.
If HGS results are mistakenly reported as conclusions, the
false positive rate is unacceptably high. Currently, such
HGS often report conclusions using invalid p-values, for
authors fear that otherwise, reviewers might label such
studies derisively as "fishing expeditions" and refuse publication. This is the source of many, perhaps most, of the
false-positive results in the research literature(5, 6). Wellwww.gcatresearch.com
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done and correctly reported HGS deserve respect and
publication.
One crucial task in HGS is the definition of an appropriate
effect size (ES) that takes on the value 0 or less if the hypothesis generated is not true (H0), and increases in size the
stronger the true hypothesis (H1) (e.g., Cohen’s d, (HR1)/(HR+1), where HR is the hazards ratio, risk difference,
correlation coefficients).
What must also be determined from HGS information (especially from the impact of previously done HTS on related issues) is the critical value (CV) of that effect size, the
value of the selected ES>0, below which the hypothesis
may be true but for clinical purposes, trivial, meriting no
further attention. For example, it might be decided in a
randomized clinical trial comparing two treatments, that
any Cohen’s d under .1 (CV=.1), or in a prediction study,
that a correlation less than .2 (CV=.2) is of no great interest or importance, even though each is greater than its null
value of zero.
The ES from HGS for any hypothesis considered strong and
important enough to go on to HTS should be much greater
than its CV, for ES is often overestimated in HTS (capita-lization on chance). Why would one spend time and resources on a hypothesis that under the best of circumstances
is likely of trivial clinical significance, 0< ES <CV?
HYPOTHESIS-TESTING STUDIES
HTS starts with a strong 'a priori' hypothesis (from HGS).
Then the guidance provided by Zhang and Hughes applies.
Sampling, design, measurement, and analysis plans are
based on knowledge gained in HGS. The proposed analysis (validity predicated on the HGS) will likely result in a
valid p-value. The power computations should use the CV
(from HGS) to set the sample size large enough so that the
probability of rejecting H0 for any ES>CV is greater than,
say, 80% (power). If the ‘a priori’ significance level is .05,
then the probability of a false positive is less than 5%, and
the probability of missing a clinically significant true positive (ES>CV) is much less than 20%. All this occurs before
the data to be used in the HTS is accessed ('a priori').The
study is then executed as designed (with “fidelity”), and the
p-value computed as proposed. The statistical results of an
HTS are then expressed by that p-value, along with a sample estimate of the ES, with its 95% confidence interval.
REPLICATION OR APPLICATION
No matter how well designed and executed a single study,
no matter how small the p-value or large the ES, independent confirmation and replication is necessary. But what is
replicated? Certainly not the p-value or the event that the
p-value<.05, for those largely depends on sample size, not
the strength of the hypothesis (7). The ES should replicate
over studies.
If multiple studies testing a hypothesis (same population,
research question, outcome measure), all valid for that
purpose, each report an estimate of the effect size, there
should be no significant heterogeneity among those effect
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sizes. Using meta-analytic methods, one can then compute
the pooled effect size and its 95% confidence interval.
If effect sizes are heterogeneous (indicating non-replication), the question is whether all studies included addressed the same research question, and, if so, whether they
were all valid for that research question (see, e.g.,(8)). The
so-called "apples and oranges" and "garbage in, garb-age
out" problems continue to plague meta-analysis (9, 10).
If there is replication (relatively homogeneous effect size),
there are 4 possibilities for the pooled results:
1) The 95% confidence interval contains only ESs greater than CV. This result is both statistically significant
(p-value<.05) and clinically significant. No further
studies are needed.
2) The confidence interval contains only ES less than CV.
This result may or may not be statistically significant,
depending on whether the null value of zero lies within the confidence interval. However, the ES is not clinically significant. Time and resources should not be
wasted on further such studies of this issue.
3) The confidence interval does not contain ES=0, but
contains both ES both greater than and less than CV.
This result is statistically significant, but not necessarily clinically significant. More studies are needed to
settle that issue.
4) The confidence interval contains ES=0 as well as ES>
CV.
Situation 4 may well happen with an individual study,
particularly an inadequately powered one. However, with
three or more valid and adequately powered studies, Situation 4 should rarely, if ever, happen in meta-analysis. If
valid, but inadequately powered, studies are included in
the meta-analysis, it may take far more studies to arrive at
Situations 1 or 2. If invalid studies are included, there may
never be a correct resolution to the question. However,
studies included in meta-analysis often address different
research questions (heterogeneous effect sizes), and many
are not valid or adequately powered (8).
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Historically, these p-value problems took on greater salience when statistical computation packages became more
readily accessible and very powerful. Then multiple testing, appropriate in HGS, but questionable in HTS, and 'post
hoc' hypothesis testing became more common. These issues now take on even greater salience with the advent of
“big data” into medical research. With sample sizes in the
thousands and, sometimes, millions, even the most trivial
finding has p-value<.5.
The choice is either to fix the problems we have created or
to give up on statistical hypothesis testing and p-values
altogether. Personally, I am willing to do so, but not eager
to give up what has long been (properly used) a valuable
tool.
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